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Art & Architecture | Music | Trains, Planes & Automobiles | Chicago | Cookbooks | History | Sports | Miscellaneous

Art & Architecture

American Indian Art, Norman Feder

Auguste Rodin, Robert Descharmes

Botanica’s Roses

Bulgari, Daniela Mascetti

Earth Song, Bernhard Edmaier

Grandma Moses

Leaves of Grass, Walt Whitman

Architecture

Architecture: A Visual History, James Neal
The Builders, Marvels of Engineering
The Complete Architecture of Adler & Sullivan, Richard Nickel
The Pritzker Architecture Prize

Civil War Art

Century Collection of Civil War Art, The American Heritage
Gettysburg, paintings of Mort Kunstler
Images From the Storm, Robert Sneden
The Civil War: A Visual Encyclopedia, ed. Angus Konstam
Thirty Years After, Edwin Forbes
Witness to an Era: Photographs of Alexander Gardner, D. Mark Katz
Witness to the Civil War: The Art of John Paul Strain

Erotic Art

20th Century Masters of Erotic Art, Bradley Smith
Primitive Erotic Art, ed. Philip Rawson

Interesting Graphics

Canterbury Tales Illustrations, Rockwell Kent, 1934
Love’s Young Dream Pictures, C.F. Underwood, 1909?
Old Polish Legends Retold, K.C. Anstruther, 1991
Rime of the Ancient Mariner, Gramercy Books, 1994
Sexcapades, Al Rose, 1953
Short Footsteps on a Long Journey, 1967
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_The Original Girl’s Handy Book_, Lina Beard and Adelia Belle Beard, 2007

National Geographic
_Dawn to Dark_
_Odyssey: Photography at National Geographic_

Nature Art
_Artists for Conservation, 2012_
_The Art of Conservation, 2011_
_The Art of Conservation, 2013_

Surrealism
_Dali_
_Magritte_
_Surrealism, Visual Encyclopedia of Art_

Music
_Elton John Collection_
_The Beatles Anthology_

Trains, Planes & Automobiles
_Railroads_
_Classic American Streamliners_, Mike Schafer
_DVDs_
_Everywhere West: The Burlington Route_, Patrick C. Dorin
_North American Railroads_, ed. John Taylor
_North American Trains_, David Ross
_Railroads Across North America_, Claude Wiatrowski
_Rock Island Color Guide to Freights and Passenger Equipment_, Steve Hile

Chicago
_Chicago Cubs Collection_
_Chicago Then and Now_
_Chicago Transportation_
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Visual Tour of Chicago and Suburbs
  5 VHS
  15 DVDs

Cookbooks

Fundraising Cookbooks
  Back Home Again, Junior League of Indianapolis
  Beyond Parsley, Junior League Kansas City Missouri
  Brunch Basket, Junior League of Rockford
  Feast of Eden, Junior League of Monterey County
  River Road Recipes, Junior League of Baton Rouge
  Second Round Tea Time at the Masters, Junior League Augusta

Kids’ Cooking

Specialty Cookbooks
  Beef, John Tosodes, autographed
  Bread, Jeffrey Hamelman
  Chocolate, Nick Malgieri
  Crazy for Casseroles, James Villas
  Hello Cupcake, Karen Tack and Alan Richardson
  Sauces, James Peterson

TV Chefs
  Barefoot Contessa Parties!, Ina Garten
  Bobby Flay’s Grill It
  Diners, Drive Ins and Dives, Guy Fieri
  Giada’s Kitchen, Giada de Laurentis
  The All-Occasion Cookbook, Rachael Ray
  The Seasonal Baker, John Barriceli

  The Professional Chef, Culinary Institute of America

History

British History
  A Year with the Queen, Robert Hardman
  Queen Victoria’s Family, Charlotte Zeepvat
  The British Century, Brian Moynahan
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The Houses of Parliament, Christine Riding

Remembering 9–11

Above Hallowed Ground: A Photographic Record of September 11, 2001
Here is New York: A Democracy of Photographs, 9–11
One Nation, Life

Rome

Cleopatra and Rome, Diane Kleiner
Guide to Ancient Rome
Rome of the Caesars, Leonardo B. Dal Maso
Rome Past and Present, Edizione Inglese
Rome Then and Now, Federica D’Orazio
Rome Water and Stone, Giancarlo Gasponi

World War 1

3 DVDs
Illustrated History of World War 1, Stanley Ulanoff
The Marne Campaign, Major F.E. Wilton, 1917

Sports

Autographed Sports

Bob Knight: His Own Man, Joan Mellen
Coaching Your Kids in the Game of Life, Ricky Birdsong (autographed by Sherialyn Birdsong)
Coach, Ray Meyer
For Cub Fans Only!, Rich Wolfe
Living a Dream, Dick Vitale
My Life on the Run, Bart Yasso
Sweet Lou and the Cubs, George Castle
Tales From the White Sox Dugout, Ron Kittle
The Bulls and Chicago, Bob Logan (autographed by Jerry Sloan)
The Last Open Road, D.S. Levy
Time Out, Baby, Dick Vitale
Where Else Would You Rather Be?, Marv Levy

Park Life: The Summer of 1977 at Comisky Park, photographs by Peter Elliott
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Miscellaneous

Anatomy
- Atlas of Anatomy
- Atlas of Anatomy, ed. Anne Gilroy
- The Human Body Identification Manual

Autographed Fiction
- Baby Proof, Emily Giffin
- Fly Away Home, Jennifer Weiner
- Homeland, John Jakes (1st Edition Circle)
- Love Me Forever, Johanna Lindsey
- Murder on the Glitter Box, Steve Allen
- No Mercy, Kathryn Johnson
- Radiant Angel, Nelson DeMille
- Shanghai Girls, Lisa See
- Sophie’s Choice, William Styron
- The Confessions of Al Capone, Loren Estleman
- The Ladies of Garrison Gardens, Louise Shaffer
- The Tin Collectors, Stephen J. Cannell

Autographed Nonfiction
- Drawn With the Sword, James McPherson
- It’s Your Ship, Captain Michael Abrashoff
- The Groucho Letters (no jacket), Groucho Marx
- Lyndon, Merle Miller
- No Turning Back, Bryan Anderson
- Of Thee I Zing, Laura Ingraham
- Plain Speaking, Merle Miller (1st Edition Circle)
- She Walks in Beauty, Caroline Kennedy
- Start Where You Are, Chris Gardner
- The Great Psychedelic Armadillo Picnic, Kinky Friedman
- The Paper Sword, Bill Rentschler
- Thirty Years in the Trenches, John Drummond
- What a Party!, Terry McAuliffe

China
- Between Laughter and Tears, Huang Yu-chen
- China and Its Cuisine
- China Empire and Civilization, ed. Edward Shaughnessy
- Chinese Stamps from 1990s
- Imperial Tombs of China, Orlando Museum of Art
- Poetic Image of Suzhou Taihu Lake
- The Arts of China, Michael Sullivan
- The Qin Dynasty Terra Cotta Army of Dreams (autographed)
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*Treasures of China*, John Chinnery
*XI’AN*

Decorating
*Decorating with Colour*, Ros Shaw
*Interior Inspirations*, Roger Banks-Pye
*The Iconic Interior*, Dominic Bradbury

Downton Abbey
2016 Engagement Calendar
*Chronicles of Downton Abbey*, Jessica Fellowes
*Downton Tabby*, Chris Kelly
DVD
*Lady Almina and the Real Downton Abbey*, The Countess of Carnarvon
*Life Below Stairs*, Alison Maloney
Puzzle
*The Manners of Downton Abbey* (DVD)
*The Unofficial Downton Abbey Cookbook*

*Drunk Stoned Brilliant Dead*, Rick Meyerowitz

French Military
*A History of French Military Aviation*, Charles Christienne
*L’Aviation Maritime Francaise Pendant La Grande Guerre*, Lucien Morareaulet al.
*Le 2 De Marine*, lavauzelle
*Les 5 Regiment Du Genie*, Fabrice Hamelin
*Les Chasseurs D’Afrique*, Jacques Sicard

Gore Vidal
*Burr*
*Creation* (autographed)
*Empire*
*Julian* (autographed)
*Kalki*
*Lincoln*

Jack Higgins
*Dillinger*, Harry Paterson, 1983 Stein and Day
*In the Hour Before Midnight*, Jack Higgins 1969, The Thriller Book Club
*Storm Warning* by Jack Higgins (copies) published in the Toronto Star 10/10 – 12/4/77
*The Khufra Run*, James Graham, 1972 Macmillan
*The Vahalla Exchange*, Harry Paterson, 1976 Stein and Day
*The White House Connection*, Jack Higgins, uncorrected proof copy
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1970–1979

Las Vegas

Las Vegas: Then and Now, Su Kim Chung
Las Vegas: A Photographic Tour, Carol Highsmith
Planet Vegas, intro. Kenny Rogers

Late 1800s Books

Poems of Helen Jackson, 1892
Political Discussions Legislative, Diplomatic and Popular, James G. Blaine, 1887
Prince of India, Lew Wallace, 2 vols. 1892
Wood and Garden, Gertrude Jekyll, 1898

Linda McCartney

Light From Within
Roadworks
Wide Open

Marilyn Monroe Collection

Pop-up Collection

Saul Bellow

Him With His Foot in His Mouth, autographed
Humboldt’s Gift, autographed
Mosby’s Memoirs and Other Stories
Mr. Sammler’s Planet, autographed

Show Biz

Don Juan in Hell, Bernard Shaw, 1952
Autographed by Agnes Moorehead, Charles Boyer, Cedric Hardwicke, Vincent Price

Some of These Days, Sophie Tucker, 1946
Autographed by Sophie Tucker, Willie Shore, Dennis O’Keefe

South Park

Seasons 1–10, DVDs
The best books can spark our imagination and in the case of James Trevino, even our creativity. In Architecture, Gardens & Terrace, Outdoors design, Product Design. Many people do not dispense with a pool at home even if it is small. The pools in homes are increasingly common and have become a tempting new feature. The tropical climate inspires villas and beach houses through a warm and stylish architecture. From the straight lines of modernism to rustic warmth, the beach house has a strong personality and a striking feature. However, there are certain [â€•]